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Milk Farm Software Announces Chronograph
Published on 11/13/08
Milk Farm Software today announced the launch of the new product, Chronograph.
Chronograph
is a Mac OS X time tracking application. List your projects, divide them into tasks and
start the timer; it is as easy as that! With its intuitive interface, Chronograph makes
time-tracking and reports-generation as unobtrusive as possible.
Saint-Petersburg, Russia - Milk Farm Software today announced the launch of the new
product, Chronograph. Chronograph is a Mac OS X time tracking application. List your
projects, divide them into tasks and start the timer; it is as easy as that! With its
intuitive interface, Chronograph makes time-tracking and reports-generation as unobtrusive
as possible.
There are many complex time-tracking applications available, but our goal is to keep
process simple and streamlined, by starting with absolutely necessary set of features and
gradually expanding it, without adding complexity.
Feature Highlights:
* Unlimited number of Projects
* Unlimited number of Tasks per Project
* Interface optimised for both mouse- and keyboard-control
* Export in PDF and HTML
* Instantly create email-drafts with reports
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.5 Leopard or higher
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* 2.1 MB Hard Drive space
Trial version limitations:
* Only 2 Tasks can be created
* Export-functionality is disabled
Pricing and Availability:
Chronograph is a shareware program. Lifetime license costs Euro 15.95. All future updates
are free for registered users.
Milk Farm Software, ltd.:
http://www.milkfarmsoft.com/
Chronograph:
http://www.milkfarmsoft.com/chronograph.php
Download Chronograph:
http://s3.amazonaws.com/milkfarmsoft/Chronograph%201.0.dmg
Purchase Chronograph:
https://store.kagi.com/cgi-bin/store.cgi?storeID=6FEZD_LIVE&page=chronograph&lang=en
Screenshots:
http://www.milkfarmsoft.com/chronograph.php
Chronograph Icon:
http://www.milkfarmsoft.com/images/chronograph.png
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Milk Farm Software, ltd. was founded in 2004 by Andrey Belov and Alexey Zakhlestin. The
company develops best of class innovative software for Macintosh. Our team consists of
skillful artists and programmers with strong experience in different kinds of technology.
Milk Farm Software's mission is to create deeply functional and easy to use software,
which conforms to international standards. We believe that core technologies should be
open-source and contribute parts of our work to the community under BSD-style licence.
Cocoa and Bonjour are registered trademarks of Apple inc.
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